
Calvin Klein Golf clothing now at Function 18
Thursday March 5, 2015: Function18 is delighted to announce that Calvin Klein Golf clothing is now available to buy on their website. The
Calvin Klein Golf range includes polo shirts, jumpers, shorts and technical outerwear, as well as accessories including belts, umbrellas, shoe
bags and caps.

It is a fantastic addition to the collection of brands available at Function18, who have over 10 years of experience as a specialist golf apparel
website. It shows the retailer ’s strength as one of the UK’s most comprehensive suppliers of designer golf clothing.

Hand picked to give fashion conscious players a cutting edge in style and performance, the Function18 range includes clothing designed for
out on the course and in the clubhouse. It also includes golf shoes and accessories, such as balls and luggage. Brands available at
Function18 include sportswear specialists such as Nike and Adidas, along with fashion labels like Lyle & Scott and the latest addition, Calvin
Klein.

All items on the Function18 website are in stock and available for immediate dispatch. Take a look at the full Calvin Klein Golf range on the
Function18 website.

Ben Slaven, Function 18 Director, said:

“We pride ourselves in being one of the UK’s most comprehensive golf clothing retailers, so adding Calvin Klein Golf clothing to our range was
a natural decision.

“Their clothes fit with our belief that everybody should be able to look their best on the golf course without having to break the bank.

“Calvin Klein is a fashion label, but the quality and attention to detail from a golfer’s point of view is fantastic. Our customers who have already
tried the clothes are really impressed, as are we.”
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Based in the North West of England, www.function18.com stock a great range of men’s golf clothing from leading golf and high street brands
including Galvin Green, Nike Golf, Adidas and Oscar Jacobson. With over 10 years’ experience, the team at Function18 offer a competitive
selection of specialist golf apparel to ensure all their customers look the part both on and off the course.


